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Understanding practice:
Activity systems analysis
Activity theory is not a specific theory of a particular domain, with specific techniques and
procedures. It is a cross disciplinary approach offering conceptual tools and methodological
principles which can be used to understand and support collective human activity and learning. The
core assumption of activity theory is that consciousness and activity are dynamically interrelated
(Loent’ev, 1972). This is a fundamentally different assumption to traditional knowledge transfer
approaches which rest on the assumption that knowledge precedes action. Activity theorists reject
this as false, rather conscious learning is understood to emerge from “activity (performance), not as
a precursor to it (Jonassen et al, 1999, 62). There are two other aspects of activity theory that
influence the way in which one would engage with stakeholders and support collective action and
learning, these are:
 Activities are socially and contextually bound which means that an activity can only be
understood or developed by understanding the context within which it has emerged or needs
to exist
 Activities develop through time. Understanding the historical development of an activity is
key to being able to support further development of the activity and learning (Jonassen,
1999).
In collective action the outcome of an activity can only be reached if actions and operations of a
particular activity are co-ordinated. This requires an understanding of the activity and how actions
and operations are taking place towards an agreed upon outcome.
From the research findings it has become clear that in order to support collective action for IWRM it
is necessary to:
a) understand all the potential constraints that may inhibit collective action at the different
levels of action (See the literature review of collective action)
b) understand and support contextually situated activities of IWRM around which stakeholders
need to engage in collective action.
Activity theory sees an activity as consisting of the following:
 A subject. This is a person or individual who engages in the activity and acts upon the object.
 An object. The physical or mental object that is sought by the subject. The nature of this
object will influence the way in which the subject acts upon it. For example, collective
action usually occurs around a local object such as a crop, in IWRM the object be it water
allocation or regulation is not situated within a local context. This influences the way the
subject (all the effected stakeholders) will act upon the object.
 Tools. Tools are anything that influences the way in which people act and think. Tools can
be physical objects but they can also be cultural beliefs or mental models. The kind of tool
that is used will alter the activity, and be altered by the activity.
This interplay of subject, object and tools towards a collective goal (or production of a goal)
happens within a broader frame of rules, community and division of labour. Rules being
explicit and implicit rules of behaviour that govern action that are agreed upon by the
community. The community is the broader social space within which the activity is taking
place. Division of labour is how action within the activity system is divided between different
subjects. Figure 3 is a graphic representation of an activity system.
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Figure 1. The second generation activity system showing attention to context (Adapted from Engestrom et al.1999).

In this model the subject tries to change something (object) in order to achieve a goal (outcome).
This is mediated by tools (artefacts), the rules that apply in that activity, the community that is
involved in the activity and the division of labour between members of the community.
The activity system is again situated within a broader frame (as mentioned above), a cultural
context and a historical context. Understanding context then becomes vital for being able to
support IWRM activities and the learning that needs to happen within an activity system.
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Basic principles of activity theory
Activity theory is based on three general principles that are mainly concerned with the analysis and
interpretation of data that record and describe human behaviour and action. They are as follows:

1. The entire activity system is the unit for analysis.
Engelstrom (1996) maintains that conventional cognitivist views identify the given problems and
knowledge domains – or the individual’s mental models and cognitive structures- as the context of
problem solving, thinking and learning. This view excludes the fact that an individual exists within a
society whose actions are contained and influenced by a cultural-historical context. Engelstrom
explains: …”if we take a prolonged look at any institution, we get a picture of a continuously
constructed collective activity system that is not reducible to series or sums of individual discrete
actions”. The challenge then is to understand the indirect or even hidden influence of individual
actions on the creation and reproduction of activity systems and how the different components of
the activity system create and reproduce the action of the subject (individual or group). This means
people not only use tools, they also renew and develop them, whether consciously or not. They not
only obey rules, they also mould and reformulate them.
People, through their practices within a given activity, both change and transform the world. This
in turn changes the way we practice. “Humans are thus both producers of knowledge and the cocreators of the world around them.” (Burt et al, 2012, r 23)

2. The activity and its actions need to be analysed
historically
This principle distinguishes between modes and historical types of a given activity. The mode refers
to the way the activity is organised and carried out by its participants at any given time. Historical
types can be characterised by means of two variables: degree of complexity and degree of
centralisation (Engelstrom, 1996). For example, if the complexities of interactions are very high for
a given activity, then centralised control and extreme division of labour create motivation and
quality problems. As complexity increases in systems so does the tendency for decentralised work
teams to reconceptualise and plan the objects and products as well as the organisational forms of
their work. This means that questions of How? Are extended to why? For whom? Etc. with the
consequence that activity systems start to reconstruct.

3. Inner contradictions as the source of change and
development
Activity systems are characterised by inner contradictions. In all activity systems there are
fundamental contradictions that reside in each component of that system. For example, the
intentions of subjects in an activity system emerge from contradictions such as the contradiction
between what they believe they need to know in order to accomplish a goal and what they do know
at any point in time (Jonassen, 1999).
Secondary contradictions may introduce a ‘disturbance’ or perturbation that may lead to an overall
crisis in the activity system. These contradictions are not something to be avoided rather they are
the source of innovation and change. Contradictions usually jolt automatic habitual operations
(operations are actions which have become automatic and require less conscious effort) back into
conscious actions that need to be reviewed and possibly changed.
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Step-by-step process for working
with Activity Theory
Activity theory can frame research, practice and learning from understanding the context of an
activity system all the way through to engaging with change-orientated learning which the purpose
of changing practice. Below are a series of steps developed by Jonassen (1999):
Step 1: Clarify the purpose : understanding the context within which action (or activities ) are occurring, the
motivation for a particular activity and any contradictions in relation to the context and motivation, in order to
develop a thorough understanding of ‘the intentional dynamics of the activity system’ (Jonassen, 1999, 71)
Outcome: To guide the construction of the problem space (in terms of goals and motivation)
Step 2: Analyise the activity system: defining the components of the activity system (subject, object,
community, rules and division of labour) and understanding contradictions.
Outcome: Description of all aspects of the problem/project. This process can also lead to recommedations of
how the subject can address the problem or what learning/skills the subject needs to address the problem.
Step 3: Analyise the Activity Structure: This means analysing all the activities that the subject engages in both
consciously and unconsciously. The underlying question here is “Why are people doing what they are doing?”
Outcome: A description of activities, actions and operations that are required to engage with the problem or
contradictions. An understanding of how the subject engages and can engage with the object.
Step 4: Anaylise tools and mediators: Understanding the tools and signs that mediate the interactions between
subject, community and object).
Outcome: An understanding of what constrains action according to the tools that are used and what tools are
needed (such as educational processes) within the activity system
Step 5: Analyze the context within which the activity occurs. This includes both the internal context of the
activity (such as the objects and goals) as well as the external context (such as tools and broader movements in
society)
Outcome: Identifying the interactions that will be needed to enhance learning in this particular context.
Step 6: Analyze the Activity System Dynamics Looking at description of activity system that one has developed
and assessing how all the components affect each other. Jonassen calls this a ‘final reality check of the
system” (Jonassen, 1999).
Outcome: Interconnection between different aspects of the system and an understanding of what is needed for
learning to occur. Any new processes that emerge out of a learning process are tested.
Below is a table of potential questions for each step, adapted from Jonassen (1999).

Table 1: Guiding questions for Activity System analysis (drawn from Jonassen, 1999)

PHASE 1 Scoping practice
Clarify purpose of Activity
system
(Understand contexts in which
activities occur)
Division of labour
(Who is involved)

Details














What is the expected outcome of the activity?
How is the success of the outcome evaluated/known?
Generate a list of problems that the agent(s) of the activity
system deal with.
What groups/people successfully complete the activity?
When and where do problems usually occur?
What communications surround the situation or activity?
Who are the participants in the particular activity?
What are their roles?
What are their beliefs?
How are tasks shared? Is division of labour flexible?
What is the expected outcome of the collective activity?
What struggles are or have been evident in the group?
What perceived rewards does the subject envisage if the goal
is accomplished?
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Community




(Define the relevant sphere of
impact/influence/ in relation
to communities/ geographic
location/infrastructure)






Tools








Rules









Scope the extent of the context (level, scale location, time)
Clarify scope and extent of the activity within the context or
community of influence (part of a catchment, municipality,
farm, infrastructure system etc)
How does location in the system affect you and
How do you affect it? Explain in detail
How do conflicts influence interactions?
How do other communities view and value the goals of the
activity?
What tools might be used in this activity?
What tools do they find unhelpful? How willing are they to try
new tools?
How readily available are these tools to you?
What are the physical and mental (ideas and ways of thinking)
tools used to perform different activities, in different settings
and across activities?
How have these tools changed over time?
What are the drivers of change to these relationships?
What formal or informal rules, laws or assumptions guide the
activities?
To what degree are these explicitly stated?
What rules are important in your sector (legislation, guidelines
etc)
How might these rules have evolved?
Are they task specific?
How widely understood are these rules?
Are there problems with these rules for your activities?

Phase 2 is a deeper analysis to be conducted with a select group of recipients who show a deeper
understanding of the system and can be engaged in the deeper analysis

PHASE 2 Analysis
Understand the agent/s
(motivations &
interpretations and
perceptions)







Generate list of motives and goals of each group involved in
activity
What expectations are there?
Who sets those expectations?
Which expectations may change the dynamics of the activity?
What are the perceived tensions/problems associated with the
activity and how are these seen to effect the activity?

Changes and
transformations in practice






How has the practice(s) transformed over time?
Can this transformation be viewed in terms of historical phases?
What do subjects think about these foundations?
What are the contradictions from the viewpoint of subjects?

Analyse the context
Internal or subject driven
factors



What are the beliefs, assumptions, models and methods that are
held by the subject(s)?
How do subjects refer to their experiences in other groups?
What theoretical foundations/ways of thinking have dominated
actions
What type of language do they use?





External or community
driven factors







Analyse Activity System
Dynamics




What is the nature of social interactions around an activity?
What social interactions/actions are considered to be critical?
What type of limitations will be placed on the activity internally
and externally?
How are the tasks organised among stakeholders? Is this dictated
or emergent?
Is there a difference between formal rules and implied rules?
What are the interrelationships that exist within the components
of the system?
What factors have driven the formation of relationships?
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How lasting and permanent have these been?
What factors have kept relationships together or driven them
apart?
Are there issues of power?
What are the drivers of change to these relationships?

What activity theory gives IWRM is an analytical tool that can help us:
a) understand how activity systems are currently functioning by analysing the different components of an
activity highlighting where contradictions and gaps lie.
b) A clear understanding of an activity as it is situated in a cultural-historical context.
c) Develop and simulate learning environments based on an understanding of learning as emerging from
activity, where diverse stakeholder groups get to review their practice within a particular activity.
d) Ongoing monitoring and evaluation of practice by reflecting on how a change in practice influences the
different components of the activity and whether this leads towards reaching the collectively agreed
outcome of the activity.
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